
Nort� Chin� Men�
1995 Memorial Drive, Chicopee, 01020, United States Of America

+14135321499 - http://chicopeenorthchina.com/

The restaurant from Chicopee offers 10 different dishes and drinks on the card at an average $6.1. What User
likes about North China:

excellent! the best chicken finger and tastefully roasted rice. the combo dinner ordered. they are clearly new. this
place was very good before, but it is now the next level super! my favorite place. read more. You can use the

WLAN of the restaurant at no extra cost, And into the accessible rooms also come customers with wheelchairs or
physical limitations. What User doesn't like about North China:

misleading. Overall, eating is not terrible, but we ordered a small order of golden fingerings that were six pieces,
and a big sweet and acidic huh. or we ended with 18 golden fingering because she was sweet-sour and huh was

shown as in the pictures. golden finger with sauce on the side. Never had it like that before and they were not
willing to work with us on something else. poor service. read more. The comprehensive selection of coffee and
tea specialties greatly enhances the value of a visit to North China, Many visitors are especially impressed by

the versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of North China.
Anyone who finds the usual and generally known menus too ordinary can here approach with a willingness to
experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients taste, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian

menus.
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Appet�er�
MARINATED CHICKEN ON STICK $5.3

Chines�
WONTON SOUP $2.0

Sid� dishe�
RICE

Por�
HUNAN PORK $7.8

For th� smal� hunger
EGG ROLL

Soup
SPECIAL SEAFOOD SOUP $6.0

Ho� drink�
TEA

Popular Item�
STEAMED DUMPLING (7) $5.0

Beef & Por�
BEEF WITH FRESH MUSHROOMS $8.0

Chicke�
GENERAL TSO'S CHICKEN $6.0

MOO GOO GAI PAN $5.8

Dinner� (For On�)
EGG ROLL (1), CHICKEN WINGS (3),
BEEF TERIYAKI (2), PORK FRIED
RICE

$7.9

CHICKEN TERIYAKI (4),
GOLDFINGERS (3), PORK FRIED
RICE

$7.6

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

EGG
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